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30 years-old Remy Mabileau, following the accidental death of his dad Frédéric
in 2020, is now in charge of the estate. His vision is anchored into the natural
wine approach following the footstep of his father with whom he worked for the
past 4 years. As a friend of the family (I worked 6 years at the estate from
2003-2009) I was there to witness this painful transition and this young man
impressed me with his maturity and the result of his first vintage 2020 in this
context is brilliant. His dad would be proud…
Pétillant Naturel or Pet’Nat’ is a fairly recent and very popular bubbly style that
is finding a lot of supporter in the “natural” wine world. Easier and faster to
produce than a Méthode Traditionnelle, since it does not require a second
fermentation in bottle, more respectful of the fruit than charmat method since
it’s usually small batches production, it can be produced in few weeks and offer
the first release of the fresh vintage. Winemakers choosing this style usually
focus on a high quality of fruit the low carbonation letting the genuine and fresh
taste of fruit shine.
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SOIL TYPE
1.2 acres tiny production on the sandy-gravely terrace of the former riverbed.

VARIETAL
100% Chenin Blanc. 13 years-old vines.

CULTURE
Certified organic by Ecocert. Certified Biodynamic by Biodyvin.
Traditional working of the soil. No pesticides. No herbicides. No phytosanitary
products. Manual harvesting in small cases.

VINIFICATION
Accurate selection of the grapes in two consecutive sorting tables.
Pétillant naturel or Méthode Ancestrale. Fermentation of the base wine is
stopped halfway by cold temperature then continues in bottle with the same
native yeasts and no addition of sugar other than the natural sugar from the
grapes. Light carbonation from the bottle fermentation leaves a light fizzle in the
bottle. No disgorgement or addition of anything. 100 cases yearly production.

TASTING NOTES
“Fruity in style, offering pear and apple fruit and developing a caramelized
banana note. Precise and light body with a gentle sparkle and a crisp, firm, dry
finish. A little quirky, as you’d expect from a pet-nat, but attractive and fun, as
you’d hope from a wine with a name like this.”
-- Rebecca Gibb MW, Vinous March 2021
Other wines from the same estate:

! “Chenin des Rouillères” Anjou Blanc 2020
“Chenin du Puy” Saumur Blanc 2016
“Racines” Bourgueil 2017
“Fred” Carbo Saint Nicolas de Bourgueil 2020
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